Count data derived from high-throughput DNA sequencing is frequently used in quantitative molecular assays. Due to properties inherent to the sequencing process, unnormalized count data is compositional, measuring relative and not absolute abundances of the assayed features. This compositional bias confounds inference of absolute abundances. We demonstrate that existing techniques for estimating compositional bias fail with sparse metagenomic 16S count data and propose an empirical Bayes normalization approach to overcome this problem. In addition, we clarify the assumptions underlying frequently used scaling normalization methods in light of compositional bias, including scaling methods that were not designed directly to address it.
to those of features that are perturbed in their absolute abundances, making the former appear differentially abundant. We refer to this artifact as compositional bias. Such effects are observable in the count data from the large-scale Tara oceans metagenomics project [10] , (Fig. 2) , in which a few dominant taxa are attributable to global differences in the between-oceans fold-change distributions.
Correction for compositional bias can be achieved by re-scaling each sample's count data with its corresponding count of an internal control feature (or "spike-in", Fig. 1B ). In the absence of such control features, effective correction for compositional bias can still be hoped for, as it can be shown that this correction amounts to resolving a linear technical bias [13] . This fact allows one to exploit several widely used non-spike-in normalization approaches [15, 13, 16, 17] , which approximate the aforementioned spike-in strategy by assuming that most features do not change on average across samples/conditions. For the same reason, such an interpretation can also be given to approaches like centered logarithmic transforms (CLR) from the theory of compositional data, which many analysts favor when working with relative abundances [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . In this paper, we analyze the behavior of these existing scaling normalization techniques in light of compositional bias.
When trying to normalize metagenomic 16S survey data with these methods however, we found that the large fraction of zeroes in the count data, and the relatively low sequencing depths of metagenomic samples posed a severe problem: DESeq failed to provide a solution for all the samples in a dataset of our interest, and TMM based its estimation of scale factors on very few features per sample (as low as 1). The median approach simply returned zero values. CLR transforms behaved similarly. When one proceeds to avoid this problem by adding pseudo-counts, owing to heavy sparsity underlying these datasets, the transformations these techniques imposed mostly reflected the value of pseudocount and the number of features observed in a sample. A recently established scaling normalization technique, Scran [25] , tried to overcome this sparsity issue in the context of single cell RNAseq count data -which also entertains a large fraction of zeroes -by decomposing simulated pooled counts from multiple samples. That approach, developed for relatively high coverage single cell RNAseq, also failed to provide solutions for a significant fraction of samples in our datasets (as high as 74%). Furthermore, as we illustrate later, compositional bias affects data sparsity, and normalization techniques that ignore zeroes when estimating normalization scales (like CSS [26] , and TMM) can be severely biased. The relatively low sequencing depth per sample (as low as 2000 reads per sample), large number of features and their diversity across samples thus pose a serious challenge to existing normalization techniques. In this paper, we develop a compositional bias correction technique for sparse count data based on an empirical Bayes approach that borrows information across features and samples Since we have presented the problem of compositional bias as one affecting inferences on absolute abundances, one might wonder if resolving compositional bias is needed when analyses on relative abundances are performed. It is important to realize that compositional bias is infused in the count data, solely due to inherent characteristics of the sequencing process, even before it passes through any specific normalization process like scaling by library size. In practical conditions, because feature-wise abundance perturbations are also driven by technical sources of variation uncorrelated with total library size [27, 28, 29, 30] , compositional bias correction becomes necessary even when analysis is performed on relative abundances. The paper is organized as follows. We first set up the problem of compositional bias correction and with appropriate simulations, evaluate several scaling normalization techniques in solving it. We find that techniques based only on library size (e.g. unaltered RPKM/CPM [31] , rarefication/subsampling in metagenomics [32, 33] ) are provably bad. Other scaling techniques, while providing robust compositional bias estimates on high coverage data, perform poorly at sparsity levels often observed with metagenomic count data. We then introduce the proposed normalization approach (Wrench) and evaluate its performance with simulations and experimental data. We close by discussing the insights obtained by applying Wrench and other scaling normalization techniques to experimental datasets, arguing both for addressing compositional bias in general practice and in benchmarking studies. Because all the aforementioned techniques, including our own proposal, assume that most features do not change across conditions, they would all suffer in analyses of features arising from arbitrary general conditions. In such cases, spike-in based techniques can be effective [34] , although methods similar to the ERCC method for bulk RNAseq will not work for the simple reason it starts with an extract, an already compositional data source.
Results
Formalizing compositional bias in differential abundance analysis Below, we describe the compositional correction factor, the quantity we use to evaluate scaling normalization techniques in overcoming compositional bias. Fig. 3 illustrates a general sequencing experiment and sets up the problem of compositional bias correction. We imagine a set of samples/observations j = 1 . . . n g arising from conditions g = 1 . . . G (e.g., cases and controls). The true absolute abundances of features in every sample organized as a vector X 0 gj· , are perturbed by various technical sources of variation as the sample is prepared for sequencing.
The end result is a transformed absolute abundance vector X gj· , the net total abundance of which is denoted by T gj = i X gji . This is the input to the sequencer, which introduces compositional bias by producing reads proportional to the absolute feature abundances represented in X gj· . The output reads are processed and organized as counts in a vector Y gj· , which now retain only relative abundance information of features in X gj· . The ultimate goal of a normalization strategy is to recover X 0 gj· for all g and j.
Our goal is to evaluate existing normalization approaches based on how well they reconstruct X from Y , as it is in this step, that the sequencing process induces the bias we are interested in. We come back to the question of reconstructing X 0 at the end of this subsection. Because we are ignoring all other technical biases inherent to the experiment/technology (i.e., the process from X 0 → X), our discussions apply to RNAseq/scRNAseq/metagenomics and other quantititative sequencing based assays. In this paper, our primary interest will be in the correction of compositional bias for metagenomic marker gene survey data, which are often under-sampled.
Although not strictly necessary, for simplicity, we shall assume that the relative abundances of each feature i is given by q gi for all samples within a group g. It is also reasonable to assume an X gj· |T gj ∼ M ultinomial(T gj , q g· ), where q g· is the vector of feature-wise relative abundances. Such an assumption follows for example from a Poisson assumption on the expression of features X gji [35] . , then log ν gi is the log-fold change of true absolute abundances associated with group g relative to that of the control group.
We can write: in the presence of sequence-able experimentally introduced contaminants, utilizing existing compositional correction tools amounts to applying stricter assumptions than the often-cited assumption of "technical biases affecting all feature the same way". The precise condition is given in the supplement (supplementary section 3, eqn. 6). In the absence of contamination, we find the traditional assumption to be sufficient.
Existing techniques fail to correct for compositional bias in sparse 16S survey data.
In this subsection, we ask how existing techniques fare in estimating compositional correction factors, both in settings at large sample depths and with particular relevance to sparse 16S count data. We will find that library size/subsampling approaches are provably bad and that other scaling techniques face certain difficulties with sparse data. We will also note that the common strategy of deriving normalization factors/data transformations after adding pseudocounts to the original sparse count data transformations also lead to biased estimates of scale factors.
Our analysis below is limited to methods that provide interpretable estimates of fold-changes. We therefore do not consider differential abundance inferences arising from rank-based methods. We also leave the analysis of non-linear normalization techniques for future work.
Library size/Subsampling based approaches To understand the practical importance of resolving confounding caused by compositional bias, we first asked under what conditions, inferences made without compositional correction would continue to reflect changes in absolute abundances in an unbiased manner. We formally analyzed its influence within the framework of generalized linear models, a widely used statistical framework within several count data packages (supplementary sec-tion 1). Under the most natural adjustments based on the total count (e.g., unaltered R/FPKM/CPM/subsampling/rarefication based approaches), we found that these conditions can be precisely characterized and are extremely limited in their applicability in general experimental settings. It may be tempting to argue that one can resort to total count-based normalization if total feature content is the same across conditions. However, as shown in supplementary section 1, it is easy to see that this assumption is only valid when strict constraints on the levels of technical perturbation of feature abundances and sequence-able contaminants are respected, an assumption that can be very easily violated in metagenomic experiments [36, 37, 38] , which usually feature high intra-and inter-group feature diversity.
Reference normalization and robust fold-change estimation techniques
We now compare and contrast library size adjustments with a few reference based techniques (reviewed in Table. 1) in overcoming compositional bias at high sample depths. Furthermore, many widely used genomic differential abundance testing toolkits enforce prior assumptions on reconstructed fold changes, and moderate their estimation.
This made us wonder about the robustness of these testing techniques in overcoming the false positives that would otherwise be created without compositional bias correction. With an exhaustive set of simulations generating bulk RNAseq like data with 20M reads per sample, by and large, we found that all testing packages behaved the same way, and the key ingredient to overcome compositional bias always was an appropriate normalization technique (supplementary section 2). We also found that reference based normalization procedures outperformed library size based techniques significantly, re-emphasizing the analytic insights we mentioned previously.
With sparse 16S data however, such techniques developed for bulk RNAseq faced major difficulties as illustrated next.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the feature-wise compositional scale estimates (i.e., ratio of sample proportion to that of the reference; third column entries in One might wonder if adding pseudocounts to the orginal count data (a common procedure in metagenomic data analysis [19, 41] ) effectively deals away with the problem. However, as shown in Fig. 5 , with large number of features absent per sample, these scale factors roughly reflect the value of the pseudocount, and are systematically scaled down in value as sequencing depth, which is strongly correlated with feature presence, increases. This result suggests that addition of pseudocounts to data need not be the right strategy for deriving normalization scales based on CLR [42] or other similar methods, especially when the data is sparse. The alternate idea of only deriving scale factors based on positive values alone, are also associated with problems as we will see later in the text.
Our proposed approach (Wrench) reconstructs precise group-wise estimates, and achieves significantly better simulation performance
To overcome the issues faced by existing techniques, we devised an approach based on the following observations and assumptions. First, group/condition-wise feature count distributions are less noisy than sample-wise feature count distributions, and it may be useful to Bayes-shrink sample-wise estimators towards that of groupwise global estimates. Second, zero abundance values in metagenomic samples are predominantly caused by competition effects induced by sequencing technology (illustrated in Fig. 1 ), and therefore can be indicative of large changes in underlying compositions [1] with respect to a chosen reference. We now give a brief overview of the technique (Wrench) proposed in this work.
More details are presented in the Methods section. With average proportions across a dataset as our reference, we model our feature-wise proportion ratios as a hurdle log-normal model [2] , with feature-specific zero-generation probabilities, means and variances. The analytical tractability of the model allows us to standardize the feature-wise values within and across samples, and derive the compositional scale estimates by basing heavy weights on less variable features that are more likely to occur across samples in a dataset. In addition, to make the computed factors robust to low sequencing depths and low abundant features, we employ an empirical Bayes strategy that smooths the feature-wise estimates across samples before deriving the sample-wise factors. Such situations are rather common in metagenomics, and some robustness to overcome heavy sampling variations is desirable. Table. 2 succinctly illustrates where current state of the art fails, while more comprehensive simulations illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed approach is presented in Fig. 7 . Roughly, we simulated two experimental groups, with 54K features whose proportions were chosen from the lung microbiome data, and let 35% of These results reaffirm that there may be advantages to exploiting specialized com-positional correction tools even with microbiome datasets teeming with microbes of extraordinary diversity.
We applied all the normalization methods discussed so far to a few experimental 16S microbiome datasets, and analyzed the phenotypic integrity of the resulting scales. Owing to the heavy sparsity in these datasets, Scran failed to provide scales most normalization techniques predicted a mild change in differential feature content across the two diet groups ( Fig. 8C , and supplementary Fig. 12 ). In the lung microbiome, the lung and oral cavities had roughly similar scales across smokers and non-smokers ( supplementary Fig. 13 ), while scales from the probing instruments had relatively higher variability, which we found to directly correlate with the high variability of feature presence in the count data arising from these samples. In the diarrheal datasets of children, however, no significant compositional differences were found across the various country/health-status populations (Fig. 8D) .
From the perspective of differential abundance results in these metagenomic datasets, although there were differences in which taxonomic units were called as being differentially abundant (mostly in the low and moderate abundance ranges), we did not find any specific taxonomic categories ("species") uniquely identified as being differentially abundant with the normalization methods compared above. This is likely due to a large number of features being assigned similar species definitions.
Finally, we noted that the rat body map samples also showed systematic tissuespecific global deviations in the expressed features' fold change distribution. We include this analysis of low sparsity samples for completeness. Fig. 9 shows this result and the general behavior of compositional scales across various methods compared and a few related statistics of the dataset. Given that these samples arise from a well designed series of experiments, and that the similarity in the scales within and across related tissues, and across normalization methods, is striking, the observed trend in the reconstructed scales could indeed reflect underlying true compositional differences for the most part. TMM and CSS ascribe substantially deviated scales to muscle, heart and liver tissues, when compared to Scran and Wrench estimators.
This effect may be due to the truncated estimation strategy which biases the scales for a relatively fewer but highly expressed genes in these tissues. Nevertheless, these results indicate potentially heavy compositional bias injected into downstream differential abundance analysis that compare tissues of different types. These results suggest that compositional bias can be costly not only in metagenomics, but even in common bulk-RNAseq studies.
Discussions
For some researchers, statistical inference of differential abundance is a question of differences in relative abundances; for others, it is a matter of characterizing differences in absolute abundances of features expressed in samples across conditions [43, 14] . In this work, we took the latter view and aimed to characterize the compositional bias injected by sequencing technology on downstream statistical inference of absolute abundances of genomic features.
It is clear that the probability of sequencing a particular feature (ex: mRNA from a given gene or 16S RNA of an unknown microbe) in a sample of interest is not just Finally, it is imperative that we enforce new tools and techniques for normalization and differential abundance analysis of sequencing count data be benchmarked for compositional bias at least in the simulation pipelines. Data analyses based on large-scale integrations of different data types for predicting clinical phenotypes is increasingly common, and care should be taken to include effective normalization techniques to overcome compositional bias. We hope the results and ideas presented and summarized in our paper enables a researcher to do just that. 
Conclusions

Materials and Methods
An approach (Wrench) for compositional correction of sparse, genomic count data
We now present the theory behind our technique. Our approach is based on the following observations: 1) that group/condition-wise feature count distributions are less noisy than sample-wise feature count distributions, and it may be useful to Bayes-shrink sample-wise ratios of proportions towards that of group-wise proportions. 2) A relatively large fraction of zero expression values in a sample are caused due to competition effects induced by the sequencer (under-sampling), and therefore can be indicative of large changes in the underlying compositions. Some discussions on the potential sources of sparsity are presented in supplementary section 6.
We start off with the following assumptions, commonly used in quantitative ge- 
Our goal is to estimate Λ −1 j , the compositional correction factor for sample j. We assume the following hurdle lognormal (LN) hierarchy:
We will assume sample depth τ gj as being fixed constants and shall estimate
Logistic regression is used to fit the hurdle parameters π. Our estimation strategy for the variance components is as follows: notice that log ζ g and σ 2 νg have the interpretations of the mean and variance parameters of the group-wise log-fold change distribution of features expressed in group g. Thus, we first generate the within group pooled ratios q g i /q * i with q g i = j∈g w j q gji , where w j ∝ τ j , and q * i set to the average proportion vector across all the samples in the dataset. Group specific fold-change variances σ 2 νg is then estimated as the variance of the loggedpositive part of the same ratio distribution for each g. The scale parameter ζ g is obtained as the average of these ratio values (including those that are zeroes).
Feature specific σ 2 i is estimated using group information with linear model fits (lm-Fit, Limma [46] ) on the logged-positive count values. For those features expressed in only one sample, these estimates are obtained using a non-parameteric variance function fitted using a procedure similar to that of voom [31] .
Each positive-valued feature specific ratio of proportions from a sample r gji; * = q gji /q * i is then rescaled byζ g to yield h gji; * = r gji; * /ζ g , which assumes a LN (0, σ 2 i + σ 2 νg ) distribution according to the model above. For stability, we re-write its conditional mean as E[log h gji; * |h gji; * > 0, a gi ] = log µ j + log a gi . The intercept term log µ j is estimated by the generalized least squares estimator given by the weighted mean of the positive-valued rescaled ratios, with weights proportional to At this point, we are ready to derive the summary statistics on the regularized ratios: while averaging over the regularized ratios W 0 =: 1 p ir gji; * would be one estimation route to Λ −1 j , better control can be achieved by taking the variation in the feature-wise zero generation in to account. We shall notice that E[r gji; * |r gji; * > 0] =r gji; * · e σ 2 i /2 , and so a robust averaging overr gji /e σ 2 i /2 , can serve as an estimator of Λ −1 j . One might choose the weights for averaging to be proportional to that of the inverse hurdle/inclusion probabilities (as is done in survey analysis) ∝ 1/(1 − π ij ) or on the inverse marginal variances ascribed by our model
. Supplementary section 7 sketches the derivations.
An advantage of these weights (and hence the model) is that the weighting strategies proceed smoothly for features with zero expression values as well, unlike the binomial weights employed in the TMM procedure. Furthermore, when constructing averages, the weights have a favorable property of downweighting zeroes at higher sample depths relative to those in samples at lower sample depths.
An estimator that we also found to work well empirically is a weighted average of rgji/e σ 2 i /2 1−πij with weights proportional to 1
In summary, we explored the performance of the following estimators:
W 0 =: 1 p ir gji; * =r g+j; * ,
We have found W 1 , W 2 and W 3 to work comparably well in simulations and empirical comparisons, and W 0 slightly less so at high sparsity levels at low sample depths. We prefer W 2 as it systematically integrates both the hurdle and positive component variations. In our software implementation, users have the option for other weighted variants, and whether weighted averaging over zeroes is necessary as they see fit. Software documentation and supplementary material embark on further discussions on these ideas.
Finally, with this framework setup, extensions for batch correction can be immediately made; this work is being planned for a forthcoming submission.
Data We principally demonstrate our results with five datasets from metagenomic surveys. A smoking study (n = 72) where the lung microbiome of smokers and non-smokers were surveyed (along with the instruments that were used to sample the individual). A diet study in which the gut microbiomes (n = 139) of carefully controlled laboratory mice fed plant-based or western diets were sequenced [32] . A large scale study of human gut microbiomes (n = 992) from diarrhea-afflicted and healthy children from various developing countries [40] . 16S metagenomic count data corresponding to all these studies were obtained from the R/Bioconductor package metagenomeSeq [26] . The processed bulk-RNAseq data corresponding to the rat body map from [39] was obtained from [47] .
The UMI single cell RNAseq data from Islam et al., [48] was downladed from GEO under accession GSE46980. estimateDispersionsGeneEst and nbinomLRT were used to perform differential abundance testing [17] . Welch's t-test results were obtained with t.test. 
Implementation of normalization and differential abundance techniques
Implementation of Wrench
Software availability.
Wrench is available from GitLab at the URL: https://gitlab.umiacs.umd.edu/smuthiah/Wrench. Table 1 Scaling normalization approaches derive their technical bias estimates from ratio of proportions. For each scaling normalization technique (rows of the table, named in the first column), we present the transformation they apply to the raw count data (second column) to produce normalize counts. The third column shows how all techniques use statistics based on ratio of proportions (third column) to derive their scale factors. In the table, i = 1 . . . p indexes features (genes/taxonomic units), and each sample is considered to arise from its own singleton group: g = 1 . . . n and j = 1, τ gj the sample depth of sample j, q gji the proportion of feature i in sample j, w ij represents a weight specific to each technique, and q ++i is the average proportion of feature i across the dataset. In the second column, the first row in each cell represents the transformation applied on the raw count data by the respective normalization approach. They all adjust a sample's counts based on sample depth (τ gj ) and a compositional scale factor s gj , denoted as Λ −1 gj in text. As noted in the third column, the estimation of s gj is based on the ratio of sample-wise relative abundances/proportions (q gji ) to a reference that are all some Approaches available for sparse settings are indicated. Wrench is the proposed technique in this paper.
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Additional Files
Additional file 1 -Supplementary Note Presents further discussions on compositional bias, and supplementary results in context. amounts to testing for changes in relative abundances of features in X, in general (not X 0 ). For inferring differences in absolute abundance, we need to reconstruct X 0 from Y to perform our inference (DE Test 3). For compositional bias correction in particular, we care about reconstructing X j from Y (DE Test 2). We show more formally later that compositional correction can reconstruct X 0 if technical biases perturb all feature abundances by the same factor, and that the presence of sequence-able contaminants induces more stricter assumptions behind their application. Fig. 7 for the same plot for a pseudocount value of 10 −7 . (C) shows the total number of pseudocounts added, which is essentially the number of features observed in a dataset, and the total actual counts observed in the dataset divided by their sum i.e., the total implied sequencing depth after pseudocounts addition. A large fraction of sequencing depth in the new pseudocounted dataset is now arising from pseudocounts than the true experimental counts, when the data is excessively sparse. Indeed, if the pseudocount value is altered to a very low positive fraction value, the boxplots will reflect reversed locations, but this plot is only used to stress the level of alteration made to a dataset. Only in the Tara Oceans project, where the sample depth is 100K reads, do the boxplots shift. However, at a roughly median 90% features absent, that data when altered by pseudocounts, also leads to biased scaling factors as seen in (A) and (B). for all methods except TMM, but not as much in the diarrheal samples. inflated as predicted by Scran/Wrench, which can lead to high false positive rates especially if most features are not changed across the two tissues.Notice the similarity in scales for closely related tissues, across techniques; for these tissues, the influence of compositional bias in the related differential abundance tests will be low.
